Case study Aston Mead
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TASK
Towards the end of 2013, Oculus
met with Aston Mead to review its

number of ideas for online campaigns
and customer incentives.

marketing activities and discuss ways

We applied the new brand to the suite

in which we could help enhance its

of collateral, including:
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• Posters and window promotions
• Door drops
• Signage, boards and

had recently been redeveloped but it
was clear that their branding needed
an overhaul to bring it up to date.
Aston Mead’s existing collateral was
not consistent – this was particularly
evident when comparing online
and offline materials. With so many
different platforms in place for
prospects and customers to meet with
the brand, it was essential that we put
forward strong coherent designs for
the full range of collateral to ensure
that the Aston Mead brand would be
instantly recognisable, both visually
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ACTION
Following a brand audit, we developed
a set of guidelines that covered the
Aston Mead logo, logo usage, colour
palette and typeface.

property details

• Stationery and brochures
• Advertorials and property ads
• Web banners, emailers and
an enewsletter

FIND OUT MORE
If you’d like to find out what
we can do for you, call us on
0118 958 9815 or visit our website
at www.oculus.co.uk

Aston Mead. Branding

CLIENT

“ Really like this… video hits the spot. Well done!”
Aston Mead

